NISSAN

MICRA ACTIVE

YOUR LIFE

YOUR RULES
Own the look. Own the performance. Own the Nissan MICRA ACTIVE.

BOOK A
TEST DRIVE

And go to town with the new Nissan MICRA ACTIVE’S sporty
attitude, agile handling and refined styling. From its
signature grille, distinct Halogen headlamps to
the perfectly integrated tailgate, the bold new
Nissan MICRA ACTIVE takes on all comers.
And wins, beautifully.
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While the new Nissan MICRA ACTIVE is a city slicker by nature, nature is very much top of
mind in its design and technology. Environmental responsibility is evident throughout,
from innovative aerodynamic design features to extremely low emissions, resulting
in excellent fuel efficiency. This makes the Nissan MICRA ACTIVE even better
on all counts: in the city, in the environment, and in your hands.
A highly efficient design philosophy and future-forward thinking
ensure that safety and comfort combine seamlessly with
aerodynamics and economy. The result is a car that
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is responsive and smart.
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INSIDE
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OUT

Inside the Nissan MICRA ACTIVE you’ll find many convenient
storage spaces for all your accessories and gadgets. Because
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in the Nissan MICRA ACTIVE, you can. An array of convenient
and spacious storage compartments offer easy-to-reach
storage for frequently used items.
Navigation system is not standard – Accessorised vehicle shown.
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BOOMERANG GROOVES
The unique grooves on the roof is an
aerodynamic solution that reduces noise
at higher speeds. Normally there is a mass
damper in the roof, but with the boomerang
groove the damper is not necessary.

BOOK A
TEST DRIVE
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Agility in the city is critical (aside from looking great,
that is!), and you often need to get out of interesting
situations as quickly as you got into them. With the Nissan
MICRA ACTIVE, you can. High performance suspension and
power steering makes navigating the most treacherous
of urban roads and bumpy backstreets second nature.
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4.7M

Easy to navigate the city thanks
to its tight 4.7m turning radius.
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GAME

CHANGERS
BOOK A
TEST DRIVE
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REDESIGNED EXHAUST SYSTEM

1.2ℓ 3 CYLINDER ENGINE

The redesigned exhaust system increases eco

The Nissan MICRA ACTIVE 3 cylinder, 12 valve engine

friendliness, and has eliminated the centre

has less moving parts, reducing friction and thermal

muffler to create a light-weight structure with

loss. Combined with a compact and light-weight engine

lower noise levels.

design, greater fuel efficiency can be achieved.
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BIG CITY

BIG SAFETY
Getting the most out of the city with Nissan MICRA ACTIVE’S agility and

easy handling comes with the confidence of a wealth of safety features,
to ensure the city streets don’t become the mean streets. So you can let

HIGH MOUNTED HALOGEN
STOP LAMP
High, centre-mounted stop lamp provides
maximum visibility deceleration warning
to following drivers.

5 HEADRESTS
Seats are equipped with headrests for
optimum comfort and safety.

BOOK A
TEST DRIVE

loose your sense of adventure, without losing your sense of responsibility.

HELPS THE DRIVER TO MAINTAIN
COMFORTABLE DRIVING

Even when a risk has not appeared, Nissan technologies
make it easier for the driver to maintain safe driving
conditions. Some of these innovations reduce the
driver’s burden, while others enhance visibility and
awareness of the immediate surroundings at night
and when parking, for example.

HELPS THE DRIVER TO RECOVER FROM
DANGEROUS CONDITIONS TO SAFE DRIVING
When a risk appears, warnings and automatic
countermeasures help the driver avoid it.

HELPS MINIMIZE THE DAMAGE WHEN
A COLLISION IS UNAVOIDABLE

In cases when an accident cannot be avoided,
additional Nissan technology helps reduce injuries
and damage by activating the brakes, restraining
passengers, and applying other measures.

AIRBAGS
Driver and passenger airbags provide
added protection in the event of a collision.

ZONE BODY

REQUEST A
CALL BACK

High strength body consists of a safety
zone (high strength cabin) and crush
zones (impact absorbing body).

ABS
The Anti-lock Brake System prevents the
wheels locking up to maintain control
and stability should braking be pushed to
the max. EBD and BA are standard.
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SPEED SENSITIVE AUTO
DOOR LOCK
REMOTE CENTRAL LOCKING
IMMOBILISER
NISSAN

MICRA ACTIVE
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TURQUOISE
BLUE RBK (M)

CLARET RED AY4 (M)

TUNGSTEN
GRAY FAA (M)

BOOK A
TEST DRIVE

PEARL
WHITE QX1 (M)
SILVER K23 (M)
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PIMP YOUR RIDE WITH
NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES
Chrome Exhaust Finisher
Front and Rear Mud Flaps
PLUS
14” Matt Black Alloy Wheels
PLUS
Rear Spoiler
PLUS
Optional Navigation System
PLUS

PLUS
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WE MAKE PROMISES.
WE KEEP PROMISES.
INTRODUCING NISSAN ASSURED, IT’S MORE THAN A PROMISE.
AS PART OF THE NISSAN FAMILY YOU’RE GUARANTEED
OUR COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER CARE. A LASTING BOND
BETWEEN YOU, YOUR VEHICLE AND THE NISSAN BRAND.
THAT’S OUR PROMISE.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

We promise to make your Nissan experience
one to cherish, from your delivery day and
everyday after, our commitment is to deliver
a service experience you can trust – and
believe in.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

We keep you on the road 24/7. Should
anything unexpected happen we guarantee
you 24-hour roadside assistance, no matter
the age of your Nissan, because it’s still a
Nissan. Just call 0800 NISSAN (46 77 26)
anywhere, anytime. Terms and Conditions do apply.

LICENCE RENEWAL REMINDER
We’ll remind you in advance so you can keep
your licence disk up to date.

3 YEAR OR 90 000KM
SERVICE PLAN

For the first 3 years or 90 000km of driving
your car, whichever comes first, you can rest
easy knowing that our promise to you is a
kept one. We’ll make sure your car is running
smoothly and always on the road.

6 YEAR OR 150 000KM
WARRANTY

BOOK A
TEST DRIVE

As long as your car is under our warranty,
we'll always have you covered if anything
goes wrong. You don’t need to stress for
the first 6 years or 150 000km, whichever
comes first.

SERVICE AND REPAIRS
FREE VEHICLE HEALTH CHECK

We'll give your car a free health check on
every major and minor service prior to any
work being carried out, so you know exactly
what needs to be done, and how much it
will cost.

COMPETITIVELY PRICED PARTS
We deliver the highest care for your Nissan
by fitting only Nissan Genuine Parts. The
expertise of our Nissan trained teams will
also guarantee best value-for-money by
finding the most competitively priced part
for your local dealer.

REQUEST A
CALL BACK

COURTESY CAR
We will arrange a courtesy car for all warranty
repairs should the components required not
be available within 48 hours..

LOCATE A
DEALER

More than a Promise
Call 0800 NISSAN (64 77 26)
or visit www.nissan.co.za for more information.
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Model

1.2 Visia MT

ENGINE AND PERFORMANCE

Model

1.2 Visia MT

SAFETY AND SECURITY continued

Transmission

5-Speed Manual

Engine type

DOHC 12-valve, 3-cyl. in-line

Bore x stroke

Front passenger seatbelt pre-tensioner

Standard

Front seatbelt: 3 point ELR

Standard

mm

78.0 x 83.6

2nd row seatbelt: 3 X 3 point ELR

Standard

Maximum power

kW @ rpm

56 @ 6000

Immobiliser

Standard

Maximum torque

Nm @ rpm

104 @ 4400

EXTERIOR

Engine displacement

cc

Fuel system

1198
ECCS, electronic fuel injection control

Fuel tank capacity

Litre

Gear ratio

41

Door mirrors

Black

Outside door handle

Black

Door mirror adjustment and folding

Manual adjustment and folding

1st

3.727

Front wipers

Variable intermittent and mist wipe

2nd

2.048

Rear wipers

Intermittent

3rd

1.393

Halogen head lamp

4th

1.097

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

5th

0.892

Luggage capacity (VDA)

Reverse

3.545

Remote central locking

3.733

Electric windows

Final drive ratio

Electric Power Steering (EPS)

DIMENSIONS

Standard
Litre

265
Standard

Overall length of vehicle

mm

3825

Steering wheel adjustment

Overall width of vehicle

mm

1665

Air-conditioner

Overall height of vehicle

mm

1525

Wheelbase

mm

2450

Audio

Optional

Ground Clearance

mm

155

Driver & passenger sunvisor

Standard

Tilt

4,7

Manual

Driver footrest

Standard

Tread: Front

1470

Rear window de-mister

Standard

Tread: Rear

1475

Map reading light integrated with room light

Standard

Min. turning radius (kerb to kerb)

m

Kerb weight

kg

946

12V power socket

Standard

Gross vehicle weight

kg

1345

Tonneau cover board

Standard

On-board computer

Standard

SUSPENSION
Front suspension

MacPherson strut

Rear suspension

Torsion beam

Passenger seat back pocket
Rear seats
Cup holders

WHEELS AND TYRES
Wheel size/type

14” Steel with covers

Wheel dimensions (front; back)

165/70R14 steel

Spare wheel

Temporary

SAFETY AND SECURITY
Airbags

Driver & passenger

Passenger airbag cut-off switch

Standard

Brake type

Front discs, rear drums

Standard
3

DRIVER AREA
Tachometer: analogue

Standard

Steering wheel type

Urethane

Low fuel warning light

Standard

Water temp. indicator warning light

Standard

Door open warning

Standard

Seat belt warning

Standard
Standard

Standard

Clock - Digital

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)

Standard

OWNERSHIP

Brake Assist System (BAS)

Standard

Service intervals

Auto door lock (speed sensitive)

Standard

Service plan

3yr / 90 000km

ISOFIX child seat anchorage - 2nd row

Standard

Warranty & Roadside assistance

6yr / 150 000km

Paint & mechanical warranty

6yr / 150 000km

Anti-corrosion warranty

6yr / 150 000km

Rear

High mount stop light - Halogen

Standard

Nissan’s commitment to the environment
Nissan’s environmental philosophy embraces people, vehicles and nature. In the
pursuit of a sustainable mobile society, the Nissan Green Program aims to reduce the
environmental impact of Nissan vehicles at every stage of the vehicle life cycle, while
corporate activities address environmental challenges.

NISSAN

MICRA ACTIVE

SPECIFICATIONS

NISSAN’S commitment to quality: to provide all customers with a consistently high level of quality, Nissan
applies the standard worldwide, to ensure that all Nissan owners enjoy peace of mind for the lives of their
vehicles. The approach is based on quality from the customer’s perspective on three key elements: 1. The
expectation of a smooth driving experience with complete peace of mind. 2. The intangible appeal of a
vehicle, its power to captivate and excite, with features that capture attention and imagination. 3. The level
of attentiveness and service during the sales process, and long after the sale is concluded.

REQUEST A
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Bench, single fold

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

Fog lights

BOOK A
TEST DRIVE

Front
Standard

15 000km

LOCATE A
DEALER

Legal Notice
Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this brochure is correct at the time of going to print (November 2019). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype or accessorised vehicles
exhibited at motor shows and, in accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan reserves the right to change the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this
brochure at any time. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Due to the limitations
of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this
brochure without the written permission from Nissan is forbidden.
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Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. We’re using new technologies to
transform cars from mere driving machines into partners. Together the journey is
more confident, connected, and exciting. Whether it’s cars that share the task of
driving with you, or highways that change your EV as you go along. It’s all in the
very near future. And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.

visit our website at: w w w.nissan.co.za

Phone us toll free on: 0800 NISSAN (647 726)
Follow Nissan on:
/NissanSouthAfrica
@Nissanza
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